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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0136715A2] 1. Coupling device provided with a housing (1) and actuated by a deposit coin and intended for objects, particularly
shopping trolleys, adapted to be connected to one another in a row via this device, - with, constructed as an elongated sliding rod and adapted for
displacement in the housing (1) in its longitudinal direction, a coupling element (31) initially tensioned by a slide rod spring (32) in the direction of
its uncoupled position in which it is passive, i.e. no further object can be coupled to it, and from which, when the object is coupled to the preceding
object by the coupling element (31') thereof, it is displaced into its active position in which the coupling on of a further object is possible ; - with a
locking device (35, 36, 37, 40) which, when the object is coupled to the preceding object, its projecting coupling element end (34') which comprises
at least one notch is fixed by movable transversely disposed latches (36) which engage the said notch(es) - and comprising a releasing device (3)
which after a coin has been inserted into a coin receiving chamber in the housing (1), permits uncoupling of the last object in the row and releases
the coin again when the object is again coupled to a row of objects, characterised in that - the coupling element or sliding rod end which is to be
fixed by the locking device (35, 36, 37, 40) is constructed as a flat key shank (34') provided with a plurality of notches and raised portions, and in
that - the locking device (35, 36, 37, 40) comprises, adapted for axial displacement in a cylindrical recess (40) in the housing (1) of the uncoupling
device, a sliding cylinder (35) which is connected to that end of the associated coupling element or slide rod (31) which is remote from that which
is constructed as a flat key shank, and is provided with a number of latches (36) corresponding to the profiling of the flat key shanks (34'), and in
that - when the object is uncoupled, these latches (36) - retaining the associated coupling element (31) in its uncoupled passive position - engage
recesses (37) provided in the shell of the cylindrical recess (40), and in that - when the object is coupled onto the preceding object, the flat key
shank (34') of the coupling element (31') thereof enters the displaceable sliding cylinder (35) of the object which is to be coupled on in such a way
that it releases the latches (36) from the recesses (37) and displaces the sliding cylinder (35) into a portion of the cylindrical recess (40) which is free
from recesses where - in the now active position of the associated coupling element (31) - it is fixed by the latches (36).
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